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Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate the surgical outcome and histological
features of feline corneal sequestrum following superficial
keratectomy.
Materials & Methods: Corneal sequestration was diagnosed
in the left eye of a 4-year-old neutered female cat. After obtaining
appropriate history, slit lamp biomicroscopy, Schirmer’s tear test
and fluorescein dye test was performed. Superficial keratectomy was
performed under general and topical anesthesia. Post-operative care
and management for the healing of the wound bed was instituted. The
respected tissue was processed for histopathological evaluation. A
follow-up for up to 1month was done to assess the surgical outcome.

Result: The slit lamp biomicroscopy showed the involvement
of the sequestration up to mid-stromal layer. Tear wetting following
Schirmer’s tear test was normal, and the sequestrum was negative
to fluorescein stain except at the edges of the lesion. Superficial
keratectomy successfully performed to remove the sequestered
tissue. The histopathological findings showed stromal fibrosis. One
month follow-up showed good healing of wound bed associated with
mild scarring. An initiation of a new nidus of sequestration away from
the previous one was evidenced.

Conclusion: Feline corneal sequestration has been successfully
treated surgically, an insight on the histological characteristics of
sequestered tissue was obtained, and a recurrence of sequestration in
a new site has been observed.

Introduction
Corneal sequestration in feline has varied aetiology i.e.
hereditary [1], feline herpes Virus -1 [2,3] conformational, tear
film abnormalities [4-6], Toxoplasma gondii [7] but it is most
commonly associated with ocular injury and inflammation [4,8].
The condition is a distinctive corneal lesion observed particularly
in felines [9]. The sequestrum typically presents itself as healing
tissue in various shades of brown to black on the central or the
paracentral cornea. Corneal irritation due to sequestrum may lead
to blepharospasm, lacrimation and enophthalmos, protrusion of
the third eyelid. Surgical removal by keratectomy is the preferred
approach to relieve discomfort. Pharmacological management
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needs extended period for sequestrum to loosen and slough off.
Causes and mechanisms leading to corneal sequestration remain
undefined. Recurrence of the lesion can occur at the original site
after surgical removal. Various studies have been conducted to
identify the pathophysiology of feline sequestrum, based on the
tissue analysis of the sequestrum. In this case report, we describe
the success of surgical outcome; determine tissue changes in
feline sequestrum and the recurrence at a new site following
surgical resection.

Materials and Methods

A 4-year-old spayed female cat was examined for “a black
spot” on the central cornea of left eye leading to ocular irritation
and discomfort persistent for the past one month; owner also
reported of excessive lacrimation for the initial few days.
Owner revealed a history of corneal injury one month prior
to the presentation while she was playing with other mates.
The local veterinarian prescribed a topical antibiotic, and after
one-month follow-up, the patient was referred to the centre.
General examination was performed; pupillary reflex- direct and
consensual was performed. Schirmer’s tear test and fluorescein
dye test was performed in both eyes. The affected eye was
examined under slit lamp biomicroscopy.

Based on history and clinical findings the condition was
diagnosed as corneal sequestrum and a surgery was planned
to relieve the discomfort. Routine blood examination for blood
count, serum biochemical evaluation for blood sugar, kidney
function was performed prior to anaesthesia to ensure no
abnormalities. Anaesthesia was induced with a combination
of Xylazine HCL @ 1 mg/kg and Ketamine HCL @ 5 mg/kg IM,
and Diazepam @ 0.2mg/kg IV. Protective eye gel was applied to
the right eye, and the left eye was prepared for aseptic surgery.
Topical tropicamide and proparacaine were applied for mydriasis
and corneal anesthesia respectively. Under the magnification
of operating microscope, the surgery was performed. A corneal
forceps was used to hold the lesion that was noticed to be loose
superiorly and attached to the broad base, an 11 No scalpel blade
was used to perform lamellar keratectomy and dissect out the
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lesion from the base very cautiously. The sequestrum along with
its base was removed, and a pigmented crater was left behind
(Figure 1). A third eyelid bandage was done to protect the wound
bed. The dissected sequestrum was preserved in 10% formalin
solution for histopathological investigation.

The patient was prescribed topical drops i.e. ocular
lubricants (Refresh tears)®, antibiotic (Vigamox)®, mydriatics
(Tropicamide)® and anti-inflammatory (Flur)®, for one month.
The third eyelid bandage suture was removed after one month
when it was observed that the wound bed had healed well with
mild scarring, but surprisingly there was another new similar
lesion in the lower quadrant of the initial lesion.

Results

General examination revealed the cat was otherwise
healthy apart from its ocular affection. The owner reported of
intermittent nasolacrimal secretions at times. Pupillary reflex,
direct and consensual was normal in both eyes. Schirmer’s test
values for the left and right eye were 12mm/min and 14mm/min
respectively. Fluorescein dye test was negative in right eye and
in the left eye faint staining was observed around the border of
the lesion. Slit lamp biomicroscopy showed the lesion in the left
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eye had extended up to mid-stromal depth. Scanty and thin blood
vessels were noticed around the lesion.

The surgery for removal of the sequestra was successfully
performed. Histopathological sections of the sequestrum showed
severe fibrosis of corneal stroma with a thin lining of epithelial
cells. There was, however, no evidence of inflammation or
vascularization within the resected tissue section.
The wound bed had healed well with mild scarring; however,
recurrence of sequestrum had initiated in the lower quadrant of
the primary site, which was an unusual finding.

Discussion

Corneal sequestrum is a remarkable and distinctive corneal
affection reported in a feline, and its occurrence has been
reported to have varied etiology. Amongst various other causative
factors i.e. conformation, hereditary factor, feline herpesvirus
-1, toxoplasmosis and corneal injury has been identified as a
major aetiology leading to corneal sequestration in feline [4].
The explanation by which each factor contributes to sequestrum
formation is still unknown.
This study was an attempt to investigate further the surgical
outcome as well as the histopathological features of the resected
sequestrum. Considering the discomfort of the patient, a surgical
resection was planned. The surgery was uneventful with no
intra-operative complication. The wound bed appeared like a
pigmented crater, most of the tissue had been removed. A third
eyelid bandage was done to protect the wound bed; several
techniques have been used to protect defect and enhance
healing preventing recurrence i.e. corneal lamellar keratoplasty,
conjunctival transposition, contact lens, etc. We tried this simple
technique to reduce the time for surgery as the owner was
not able to report for follow-up being located at a very distant
place, we predicted it would not be possible to follow-up for
conjunctival graft transposition.
Histopathological sections in our study showed stromal
fibrosis and presence of a thin layer of epithelial cells; there was,
however, no evidence of inflammation or vascularization of the
tissue. In contrast to our findings previous histopathological
studies on feline sequestrum report coagulative necrosis of
corneal stroma, and heavy infiltration of inflammatory cells
[1,10]. Studies involving the tissue characteristics of feline
corneal sequestrum have reported the presence of iron [11],
melanin [12] and mineralization of the tissue [13]. The varied
etiological factors may incite the difference in tissue changes,
therefore, need further investigation.

Figure 1: This figure shows the centrally positioned blackish corneal
sequestrum (A), Surgical removal of the sequestrum leaves behind
a pigmented crater like wound bed (B), Post operative appearance of
the eye one month following surgery shows complete healing of the
operated site with mild haze, however appearance of sequestra in the
lower quadrant of the previous lesion is evident (C), Histopathological
sections from the resected sequestrum shows thin epithelial layer with
cells (D&E), thick stromal fibrosis (F), no vascularisation or inflammatory cells are evident in these sections.

Recurrence of sequestrum over the previous site has been
recorded, but there was no significant difference in the rate of
recurrence with or without the use of a graft [12]. In our study,
the previous surgical site had healed well with mild scarring
but interestingly the recurrence of the lesion appeared on an
adjacent site. There was no facility to evaluate the presence of
feline herpes infection, in this case, which could have revealed
the cause of recurrence in the different site. Feline herpes virus1
has a high clinical incidence, 90-97 % cats are reported to be
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seropositive; moreover incidence of disease recrudescence is
high [14,15]. Therefore, there is a possibility that the surgical
procedure may have triggered an immune-mediated response
to the viral antigen residing at the stroma leading to stromal
keratitis and recurrence of a lesion in an adjacent area [15]. In
the absence of a possibility of injury owing to the third eyelid
bandage over the corneal surface, the above reasoning may be a
possible explanation for fast recurrence during the study period.
Further studies with larger number of cases are warranted to
draw conclusions.

Conclusion

We hereby report the successful surgical management of
feline corneal sequestration; stromal fibrosis was the only major
pathological feature identified in the histological sections of
the resected tissue. The most interesting observation was the
recurrence of sequestrum at a different site while the previous
surgical site healed with mild scarring.
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